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Gas Vision 2050 –
Delivering the Vision

Gas Vision 2050 | A Pathway to Decarbonisation

Gas Vision 2050
highlighted the
role of gas
today, and the
trajectory for
decarbonising
gas into the
future

“Hydrogen is
Plan A”

“Hydrogen is
a thing”

“Hydrogen is
BAU”
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Delivering the Vision | Hydrogen Portfolio
Possible:

Storage
Feasibility

Delivering
projects across
the country and
across the gas
value chain

Hydrogen Park
Gladstone

H2Oakajee

Proposal:

Hydrogen Park
Murray Valley

DBP
Feasibility
Study
Proposal:

Clean Energy
Innovation Park

Hydrogen Park
South Australia

Australian
Hydrogen Centre

Delivering the Vision | Hydrogen is a ‘Thing’ – Projects Underway
A systematic
approach to
blending:

5% to >700
customers
(HyP SA 2020)

HyP SA

HyP Gladstone

•

$11.4m project, $4.9m support from South
Australian Government

•

$4.2m project, $1.7m support from
Queensland Government

•

1.25MW electrolyser

•

175kW electrolyser

•

5% renewable H2 blend to >700 homes

•

10% renewable H2 blend to network

•

First production November 2020

•

First production in 2022

•

Industrial supply next step, then refuelling
and vehicles

•

Residential, commercial and industrial
customers

Up to 10% to
entire small
network

(HyP Gladstone 2022)
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Delivering the Vision | Hydrogen is a ‘Thing’ – Project Proposals
5% to >700
customers
(HyP SA 2020)

Up to 10% to
entire small
network

(HyP Gladstone 2022)

HyP Murray Valley (Albury Wodonga)

Clean Energy Innovation Park (WA)

•

Joint Venture with ENGIE

•

ATCO-led Joint Venture

•

~$30m project

•

~$30m project

•

10MW electrolyser

•

10MW electrolyser

•

Up to 10% renewable H2 blend

•

•

First production 2023

Producing between 4.2 and 4.6 tonnes of
renewable hydrogen per day

•

Co-located with waste-water treatment facility

•

First production 2023

Up to 10% to
>40,000
connections

(HyP Murray Valley 2023)
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Green Hydrogen
could be utilised
in new and
existing
applications
responsible for
60% of global
energy and
process related
emissions

Markets| Direct applications for Green Hydrogen

Hydrogen must
and will come
down the cost
curve
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Markets| Direct applications for Green Hydrogen
To drive the cost
down, scale,
learnings and
the right target
market is
essential

There is no
market for
hydrogen at
$6/kg
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Where to Next

Delivering the Vision | An Integrated Energy Solution

Renewable
Electricity

Coupling of
networks for the
benefit of
customers

Industry

Oxygen
H2

Driving hydrogen
costs down and
delivering lowest
cost
decarbonisation

Tube Trailer
Or Pipeline

Electrolyser

H2Oakajee

Refuelling
Bus/Truck/
Train/Car
Power
Generation

H2
Blending
Unit

Export
Blended Gas/
Pure H2

Gas Distribution
Network
Desalination/was
te water
treatment
Plant
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Mid-West Desalination| Our Vision
Provide high quality, future proof water supply for the Mid-West which
will enable economic growth in the region

Key deliverables

̶

High quality water delivered at low cost to
the state and end users

̶

All capital for project to be funded by AGI
Projects

̶

No funding for capital by Water
Corporation or State Government

̶

Long term water supply agreement (30
years +)

̶

Future proof in terms of servicing additional
loads as the region develops
Reliable and sustainable

̶

Utilise wind/solar and battery energy in
order to ensure highest level of renewable
penetration possible

̶

̶

Additional employment opportunities
through construction and operation phases

Current
• More pressure on Allanooka bore fields as
natural recharge declines due to drying climate

• Difficult to meet additional loads for mining,
agricultural and industrial opportunities. This will
restrict economic growth in the Mid-West

• Water quality issues likely to become more

Map

problematic as recharge declines

• Lack of new investment due to concern around
availability of additional high-quality water and
power

• Specialty agricultural growth limited as
rainwater used to blend with scheme water in
order to reduce “hardness”

Future
• Send the message that the Mid-West is open
for business

• High quality desalinated water
• Expandable to capture new loads at Oakajee as
well as other industrial, mining and agricultural
growth appears

• Expansion will deliver lower cost of supply
• Utilising renewable power where possible
• Flexible enough to maintain supply during
summer peaks

• Releases bore fields to service remote areas
and mining loads

To Allanooka

Mid-West Desalination| Rainfall
As the natural recharge of the aquifers declines, an alternate, sustainable
water source is required

Mid West Rainfall:

̶ Winter rainfall is no longer
guaranteed

̶ The South Western corner
of Australia has been
harder hit than any other
area

̶ The Mid West is 100%
dependant on aquifer
recharge from rainfall for
water supply

̶ Allocations in the future for
industry, mining and
agriculture likely to be
reduced

̶ Water quality will fall if
pressure remains on
aquifers and bore fields in
the region

April to October rainfall deciles for the last 20 years (1999–2018). A decile map shows where rainfall is
above average, average or below average for the recent period, in comparison with the entire rainfall
record from 1900. Areas across northern and central Australia that receive less than 40 per cent of their
annual rainfall during April to October have been faded.

Mid-West Desalination| Rainfall
Changes to rainfall patterns are measurable and consistent

Mid West Rainfall:
̶ The arid zone to the east is
marching towards the coast year
on year

̶ The change creates a massive
problem for the entire south west
which will impact agricultural
yield at a time when the world
population is growing

̶ Intensive agriculture in the
region will not be able to take
advantage of increased global
demand for food and specialty
agricultural commodities

̶ New Mines and industries that
rely on water will not be
developed due to the lack of
water
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AGI Projects and SUEZ| Partnership
Strong partnership with the technical and financial strength with a long
term outlook for Western Australia’s drying climate

Global leaders in water
infrastructure:
̶ SUEZ Global leader in
desalination technology

̶ AGI Projects leaders in large
scale infrastructure

̶ AGI Projects access to low
cost capital through CK
Group

̶ AGI Projects access to
global CK Group water
infrastructure expertise

̶ Both parties aligned in our
vision for a long-term future
in WA

AGI Projects
Responsibilities
• Project management
• Civil works including expansion facilities
and footprint

• Project financing
• Power for desalination facility
• Commercial arrangements with Water
Corporation and third-party water
purchasers

SUEZ Responsibilities
• Process design
• Desalination technology
• Long term operations, maintenance and
asset management

Shared Responsibilities
• Engineering services
• Ongoing service delivery to ensure
seamless and cost-effective delivery of
high-quality water to Water Corporation
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Mid-West Desalination| Location
Favourable location with easy access to both existing infrastructure
and deep water

Oakajee
Oakajee Strategic Industrial
Estate:
• Land already acquired and owned by state
government through Development WA
̶ Southernmost edge of Oakajee
• Total size of industrial estate 6.400 hectares
Strategic Industrial Estate
̶ Provides shorter (~15km) route • Cleared of Native Title
to Geraldton whilst still enabling • Aboriginal and European Heritage sites known
growth at Oakajee

̶ Lowest vertical differential
between ocean intakes and
processing infrastructure
optimises power consumption

•
•

•

•
•

with a Aboriginal Heritage Management Plan
established
Engagement with Development WA demonstrates
willingness to make land available for project
Much of the land already cleared for broad acre
agricultural use
Extensive environmental, heritage, bathymetric
studies already carried out by previous
proponents showed limited sensitive flora/fauna
issues
Refresh of these to be carried out with reduced
scope of work means the project approvals will be
quicker
Previous public consultation including fishing and
tourism industries showed limited objections
associated with the full development of Oakajee

North West
Coastal
Highway
Proposed
location
Geraldton
15kms
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Oakajee Growth | New Opportunities
Critical Infrastructure is the key to growth in the Mid-West

• Green Hydrogen
(Domestic and Export)

• Green Ammonia
• Magnetite

• Urea
• Minerals Processing and
Value Add (Green Steel,
Glass etc)

Magnetite
• Shared Infrastructure Slurry Pipeline, Power, Gas,

•
•
•
•
•

Shallow Water Port (Trans-shipping) and Water
Miners to just develop mine
“Capital light” development for miners means
more likelihood of taking FID
AGIG to Build Own and Operate (BOO) all other
infrastructure
AGIG commencing prefeasibility study 2021
H2Oakajee complimentary water, hydrogen and
power for 30Mtpa stage 1

North West
Coastal
Highway

• Intensive Agriculture
(Domestic and
International)

Proposed
location
Geraldton
15kms
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Mid-West Desalination| | H2Oakajee
Future Possibilities

The water from H2Oakajee will help with the following:
•

provide backing for large scale irrigated, specialised
agriculture (5GL p.a.), with nearby existing agricultural
acreage selected as a preferred location.

•

Town water supply is of poor quality due to high level of
contaminants this should be fixed with the high quality
reliable water.

•

Water availability is a significant restriction on growth in the
whole Mid-West area, with extra capacity this should no
longer be a problem.

•

Modular desalination RO opportunity easily expandable as
demand materialises (Hydrogen, MWSIP, increased
agriculture, other industrial and subsequent city growth).

•

Primary enabler for hydrogen industry in the area.
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AGIG| Mid-West Shared Infrastructure Project
Long history of local sourcing in WA through the operation of the DBNGP

• Project Procurement.
̶ AGIG strives to support local

5

communities.

̶ At present 70% of AGIG vendors are
West Australian and 97% Australian.

4

̶ Our strategy will be to procure from
vendors in the following order:

1. Local indigenous companies in

3

the Mid-West area

2

2. Businesses within the Mid-west
region

3. Western Australian companies
4. Australian companies
5. Overseas only when absolutely
necessary

1

Thank You

